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Abortion pills will be ﬂown by drone across the border from Co Louth into Co Down next Tuesday to protest
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against the criminalization of abortion in both jurisdictions, pro-choice campaigners
have said.
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In a joint initiative between four groups, the package of tablets will be brought by the unmanned craft from a
spot on the R173 on the southern side of the border and retrieved in the north.
Following the ﬂight, the campaigners from Alliance for Choice, Rosa, Labour
will stage a protest in front of Belfast’s Court of Appeal.
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entitled to have abortions within the law. Northern Ireland’s Attorney General John Larkin
said he was
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“profoundly disappointed” with the court’s decision and launched an appeal.
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Courtney Robinson of Labour Alternative said it was not a criminal act to ﬂy the pillsCIO
across the border, and
that the initiative was designed to make more women aware of their options.
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“Abortion is happening whether we like it or not, and we need to make sure that it’s safe
and it’s legal rather
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than backstreet abortions, being criminalized for a pill, or having to go to England,” Ms
Robinson said.

Pro-life campaigners have vowed to do all in their power to stop the drone.
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However, the authorities have occasionally moved to prosecute individual women over abortion matters.
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